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GLASCLAY™ must be made into 
a dough and rested in a 
refrigerator overnight for 
best results.  
Plan ahead to 
allow time to 
properly 
prepare 
the clay. 

CAUTION:  Always 
wear a HEPA particulate 
filter dust mask when mixing 
or sanding GLASCLAY™.  
This is glass powder. Do not eat 
the clay or breathe the dust.

Step 1: Mixing

Shake the GLASCLAY™ container very well. Allow 
glass dust inside the container to settle before opening.  
Pour desired amount of GLASCLAY™ into a glass 
mixing bowl. Fill a spray bottle with distilled water.  
Spray the GLASCLAY™ powder once or twice and stir.  
Repeat until the clay begins to form a bread-like dough.  
The total amount of water added will depend on the 
size of your batch.  

Approximate water to clay ratio: 
100g GLASCLAY™:  3-1/2 to 4 tablespoons
200g GLASCLAY™:  7 tablespoons

For large batches, the water can be poured in a little at 
a time.  Always use distilled water. Tap water can alter 
the glass colors.

Step 2: Conditioning

Condition your hands with a release (such as Slik or 
olive oil) before handling the dough. Test the dough 
for stickiness. Add additional release to your hands as 
needed to avoid the clay sticking.

Gather the dough up and work it into a ball. Roll the ball 
repeatedly and vigorously, between your palms until it 
takes on a clay consistency that is smooth and pliable.

If the clay seems dry, sprinkle a few drops 
of water on the surface and knead it in 
to get a smooth, pliable ball. If too 
much water is added, rest the clay 
uncovered for a few minutes to 
evaporate the excess moisture. 

Step 3: Rest the Clay

After preparing the lump clay for use,  refrigerate 
overnight. Before use, knead the lump to make it soft 
and pliable. 

Working with GLASCLAY™
Work on a non-stick surface, such as Teflon, silicone, or 
glass, and use a non-stick rolling pin. Do NOT use wood 
tools with GLASCLAY™. 

Apply a clay release sparingly to your hands. You may 
also wish to coat your worksurface and roller to prevent 
the clay from sticking. 

Work with GLASCLAY™ as you would any moist clay:  
model it with your fingers or with sculpting tools, mold 
it using silicone molds, texture GLASCLAY™ with natural 
materials, rubber stamps, or metal clay textures.  

Sculpt, shape and refine GLASCLAY™ with  files and 
carving tools. Extrude GLASCLAY™, roll or pinch it 
to your hearts desire! You can do anything with 
GLASCLAY™ that you can imagine. If it’s not mentioned 
here and you wonder if it could be done, try it!

Storage:
Refrigerate unused portion of GLASCLAY™ 
in a re-sealable, airtight container, to prevent 
drying. Use within 1 week.



GLASCLAY™  Slip and Paste
Slip or paste can be made by mixing extra water to dry 
GLASCLAY™ or by thinning lump clay.   

To create a paste from powder, add water and stir until 
you have a thick paste.

To thin lump clay into paste, add water a drop or two 
at a time to a lump of prepared GLASCLAY™. Mash 
initially to break up the lump. Add drops of water as the 
lump is mashed, until no lumps remain.  Add a drop at a 
time until you have the desired consistency.

Attachments
Wet to dry attachments are made by moistening the 
area of dry area with a wet fingertip or brush.  
Observe as the water is rapidly absorbed 
into the dry GLASCLAY™.  Add 
enough moisture so the clay is 
well hydrated.  Moisten the 
wet GLASCLAY™ area you 
wish to attach, and press 
the two together.  Allow to 
dry thoroughly prior to firing.

Dry to dry attachments are accomplished with slip. 
Moisten the section of dry GLASCLAY™ on each piece, 
with a wet fingertip or brush. Observe as the water is 
rapidly absorbed into the dry GLASCLAY™.  Add enough 
moisture so the clay is well hydrated. Apply slip on one 
of the areas to be joined and both sections together.  
Dry thoroughly before firing.

Firing GLASCLAY™
Total firing time varies from 4.75 hours for hollow, 
intricate or delicate pieces, and up to 6 hours for thick 
flat pieces.

GLASCLAY™ must be bone dry before firing.  A food 
dehydrator can be used to speed the drying process.

Clean your work prior to firing for a more finished look.  
Cleanup after firing is difficult.  Dry GLASCLAY™ can be 
carved with a razor blade, file, and sand paper or rotary 
tool.

IMPORTANT:  You will get a variety of finishes at 
different end and hold temperatures. It is better to 
start with lower temperatures and short holds. 

GLASCLAY™ can be fired numerous times with proper 
firing techniques. The more often fired and fused, the 
stronger the fuse. Start with short hold times or no 
hold, if this does not give you the finish you want then
re-fire and take the temperature up again. Glass is a 
medium that can be manipulated to your desired look. 
 
It is wise to fire a test piece to establish your optimum
schedule. Create a test piece by rolling a GLASCLAY™ 
of clay into a cone shape with a sharp, skinny point.  
Place a piece of kiln shelf paper on a kiln shelf and 
place the bone dry sample on the kiln paper. Place in 
the cold kiln.

1)  Ramp to 650F, hold for 35 minutes. 

2)  The segment depends on the thickness:
 Thin, delicate or hollow: Ramp at 585F to1235F, 
 no hold
 Thick, flat pieces: Ramp at 585F to 1250F, 3 to 5  
 min hold

3)  Ramp back down to 650 with no hold.

4)  Ramp back to 1235 or up to 1250 or higher,   
 depending on desired outcome.  Hold as desired. 
 Allow kiln to cool completely, prior to removing 
 your work. 

Color may change subtly or dramatically, depending on
the end temperature (segment 4). GLASCLAY™ colors 
work well when fired to an end temperature between 
1235F -1250F, however there is no guarantee that your 
piece will be the exact same color every time, because 
firing differences can cause color changes.

After complete cooling, examine your work. If it looks 
a bit “raw” in color re-fire using short hold times. The 
beauty of glass is that you can use different temps to 
gain different effects. 

All ramp, hold and firing times and temperatures are 
subject to variation, including your working elevation, 
the thickness of your work, the size and type of your 
kiln and your desired outcome. Use appropriate cool 
down times depending on size and thickness of the 
piece.
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